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Résumé — Étude DFT des catalyseurs CoMoS et NiMoS : de la morphologie des nano-cristallites
à l’hydrodésulfuration sélective — Cet article présente des résultats récents obtenus dans des études
utilisant la théorie de la fonctionnelle de la densité (DFT) pour la caractérisation à l’échelle atomique des
phases actives Co(Ni)MoS utilisées en catalyse d’hydrodésulfuration (HDS) sélective. L’effet des conditions du milieu réactionnel sulfo-réducteur sur la stabilité et la nature des sites actifs localisés au bord
des nano-cristallites Co(Ni)MoS est mis en évidence. En combinant les calculs DFT et un modèle
thermodynamique, il apparaît que la teneur en promoteur sur les bords des cristallites en conjonction avec
la morphologie des cristallites dépend des conditions sulfo-réductrices. Nous montrons ensuite comment
la nature des sites actifs Co(Ni)Mo influence l’HDS sélective de molécules soufrées légères (alkylthiophènes) vis-à-vis de l’hydrogénation (HydO) des oléfines légères (alkyl-butènes). La combinaison des
calculs DFT d’adsorption de deux molécules modèles (2-méthyl-thiophène et 2,3-diméthyl-but-1-ène)
avec la modélisation cinétique de la sélectivité HDS/HydO permet de proposer une explication de
l’origine de cette sélectivité basée sur la compétition d’adsorption des réactifs.
Abstract — A DFT Study of CoMoS and NiMoS Catalysts from Nano-Crystallite Morphology to
Selective Hydrodesulfurization — This paper reports an overview of recent DFT studies on the atomic
scale characterization of Co(Ni)MoS active phases used in selective hydrodesulfurization (HDS)
catalysis. A peculiar attention is paid to the effect of the sulfo-reductive reaction conditions on the
stability and nature of the active sites present at the edges of the Co(Ni)MoS nano-crystallites.
Combining DFT calculations and a thermodynamic model, it is shown that the promoter content at the
crystallite edges in conjunction with the crystallite morphology may change with the sulfo-reductive
conditions. We then show how the nature of the Co(Ni)MoS active sites impact the selective HDS of light
sulfur compounds (alkylthiophene) versus olefin hydrogenation (alkylbutene). Combining DFT
calculations of the adsorption of two relevant model molecules (2-methylthiophene and 2,3-dimethylbutene) with the kinetic modelling of HDS/HydO selectivity, we propose an explanation on the origin of
the selectivity based on the competitive adsorption of reactants.
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INTRODUCTION
Due to ever stronger environmental concerns, the production
of cleaner fuels by catalytic chemical processes (such as
hydrodesulfurization, hydrocracking, hydrogenation, etc.)
remains a major concern of the refining industry. The challenges for research in the area of heterogeneous catalysis are
to provide highly active and selective catalysts for important
reactions such as hydrodesulfurization (HDS), i.e. the
removal of sulfur from organic molecules under hydrogen
pressure.
The industrial catalyst is made of a transition metal sulfide
active phase (mixed CoMoS or NiMoS phases) dispersed on
γ-alumina, which is a metastable polymorph of alumina
widely used as a catalytic support in the refining industry [1].
Up to now, numerous experimental techniques have been
employed to better characterize the catalytically “CoMoS” or
“NiMoS” active phases [2, 3]. Experimental techniques
involved in the characterization of these complex phases consist of transition electron microscopy (TEM) [4, 5], X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [6-9], Mössbauer spectroscopy [10-12], laser Raman spectroscopy [5, 13], extended
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) [14-18], and IR
spectroscopy [19, 20]. These techniques furnished many
detailed features of the so-called Co(Ni)MoS active phase
made of MoS2 layers with a stacking close to 1 [21] and
nanometer sizes (less than 30 Å), “decorated” by Co or Ni at
the edges. While Mössbauer spectroscopy [10-12] and XPS
[6-9] revealed the specific signature of Co atoms engaged in
the new CoMoS phase, EXAFS gave relevant insights into
the local environment of the promoter atoms (Co or Ni) in
the structure [14-16].
However, some key questions remained open because
different atomistic models were still compatible with the
experimental data. On the basis of total energy calculations, DFT calculations were thus helpful to discriminate
between the proposed atomistic models. For a more
detailed presentation of the recent progress made in that
field, the reader could refer to two reviews devoted to DFT
simulations applied to Co(Ni)MoS catalysts [22, 23]. The
earlier DFT simulations investigate the numerous possible
locations for Co in the structure, including the effect of sulfur coverage at the edge [24]. They demonstrated that the
most stable models are those where Co (or Ni) substitutes
Mo at the S- or M-edge. The optimized local Co-Mo and
Co-S distances for these two most stable configurations are
fully compatible with the EXAFS analysis. Schweiger et
al. put forward two distinct behaviors at the metallic-edge
and sulfur-edge with respect to the Co or Ni promoter [25].
They found that Co is more stable in substitution at the Sedge than Ni due to a smaller edge energy at the S-edge.
This preferential location of Co is also supported by other
DFT simulations [26] and scanning tunnel microscopy
(STM) experiments on gold supported CoMoS [27]. This

latter cutting edge technique brought also numerous
insights consistent with DFT approaches on the local structures of the active phases [28].
The fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) process produces
gasoline mainly composed of aromatics, isoalkenes and
alkylthiophenes, to be further hydrotreated in a specific
process where selective HDS is achieved. It represents thus
a technical challenge to prevent the loss of octane number
of gasoline (resulting from olefins hydrogenation) while
simultaneously removing sulfur from alkylthiophenes.
From a scientific point of view, it is still an open question
why the CoMoS active phase exhibits an improved
HDS/HydO selectivity with respect to NiMoS, being often
empirically described as “more hydrogenating”. The
HDS/HydO selectivity has been the subject of recent
experimental works on model molecules for FCC gasoline
or real feed [29-33]. In specific conditions, it seems possible
to modulate the HDS/HydO selectivity of the NiMoS
[30, 33] and CoMoS [34] active phases.
Many DFT works have performed adsorption energy
calculations of sulfur organic molecules including thiophene and dibenzothiophene [23, 35-40] and nitrogen
organic molecules [22, 41, 42]. The HDS mechanism of
thiophene derivatives on MoS2 was also investigated in
recent DFT studies [43, 44]. However, to our knowledge,
no DFT work was devoted to the theoretical investigation
of olefins adsorption on CoMoS and NiMoS model
catalysts in sulfo-reductive conditions, before the recent
work by Krebs et al. [45].
The goal of the present paper is thus to provide an
overview of some achievements obtained through density
functional theory (DFT) modeling of HDS catalysts. After a
first section recalling briefly the methodological aspects, we
focus on the Co(Ni)MoS active phases where various key
scientific questions are addressed about the promoter location
and content, together with the effects of morphology and
reaction conditions. In the third section, we address the case
study of HDS/HydO selectivity. Based on structure-activity
relationships, we outline how DFT modeling helps to explore
periodic trend in HDS/HydO selectivity. Combining DFT
calculations of the adsorption energies with kinetic modeling
leads to a new interpretation of volcano curves in the field of
HDS/HydO selectivity.
1 THEORETICAL METHODS
The general approach which combines DFT calculations and
the chemical potential of the gas phase was previously undertaken to study surface thermochemistry of GaAs [46, 47],
c-BN [48] and α-Fe2O3 [49]. An overview of first principles
surface thermodynamics providing a rational way to investigate the local properties of active sites on various catalytic
surfaces can be found in two recent reviews [50, 51]. This
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approach successfully applied to MoS2 and Co(Ni)MoS active
phase was firstly reported in [24, 52]. Other studies have
also used this systematic approach to investigate complex
industrial catalytic systems such as the surfaces of γ-alumina
support [53] and γ-alumina supported MoS2 catalyst [54, 55].
These examples illustrate how to bridge the gap between
0 K-DFT calculations and realistic model of catalysts in
working conditions.
To determine by theoretical approaches the stable chemical species on the catalytic edge of Co(Ni)MoS in reaction
conditions (pi, T) at thermodynamic equilibrium, one can
minimize the edge energy given by the following general
expression:
vac
i
σ edge ( pi , T , θ i ) = σ edge
+ ∑θ i ( Eads
+ Δμ i )

(1)

⎛p ⎞
Δμ i (T , pi ) = hi0 − Tsi0 + RT ln ⎜⎜ 0i ⎟⎟ − ei
⎝p ⎠

(2)

i

σedge is the edge energy of the Co(Ni)Mo S- or M-edge in
reaction conditions, σvac
edge is the edge energy of the reference Co(Ni)Mo S- or M-edge (generally as cleaved in vaci is the adsorption energy of the reactant i, such
uum). Eads
as H2S, H2 or model reactants (methyl-thiophene and
olefin) in the cases investigated so far. The most stable
adsorption mode of the molecule i (either dissociative or
non-dissociative) is determined as a function of the surface
coverage θi of the molecule. In the present case, Δμi(i = S)
represents the chemical potential of S in the gas phase: it
depends on the partial pressures of H2S and H2 and temperature according to (2). hi, si and ei are the enthalpy, entropy
and internal energy of the H2S and H2 gas phase molecules. The values of ΔμS as a function of p(H2S), p(H2) and
T ranges considered in this manuscript for the transition
metal sulfides catalysts are explained elsewhere [54]. For
sake of clarity, we indicate on the thermodynamic
diagrams, the Δμ S and p(H 2S)/p(H 2) values for a given
T = 525 K close to usual reaction conditions of selective
HDS of FCC gasoline.
i
The energy values such as σ vac
edge , and E ads are the
outcome of simulations based on DFT within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [56]. To solve the
Kohn-Sham equations [57, 58], results reported hereafter
use the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [59].
The ion-electron interactions are treated by the projected
augmented wave (PAW) formalism [60]. For simulations
of solid phases with delocalized electronic charges, it is
efficient to employ a plane wave basis set to project the
wavefunctions in a 3D-supercell representing the systems
(bulk or slabs) with periodic boundary conditions. All
detailed hypotheses of the calculations (such as electronic
convergence criteria, energy cut-off, k-point mesh, relaxation conditions, etc.) can be found in papers cited herein.
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2 ATOMISTIC DESCRIPTION OF THE CO(NI)MOS
ACTIVE PHASES
2.1 Case of the CoMoS Active Phase
As mentioned in Introduction, DFT simulations has helped to
bring numerous insights on the active phase atomic structure
[24, 25, 61, 62], one interesting question remained open at
this stage, about the precise control of the promoter content
on the stability and morphology of the Co(Ni)MoS nanocrystallites. This question was recently addressed by Krebs et
al. [63]. In what follows, we report the main result of this
study.
The edge energy diagrams, as defined in the Methods
section, are plotted in Figure 1 where the values are given for
the M-edge and S-edge energy as a function of the reaction
conditions (ΔμS and p(H2S)/p(H2)) for two promoter (Co or
Ni) edge contents (50% and 100%). Numerous configurations for the S-adsorption and promoter distribution at the
edges have been investigated: only the most relevant configurations and S-coverages are also reported in Figure 2.
The affinity of the Co promoter for the S-edge and for the
M-edge can be compared by considering the energy diagram
in Figure 1a. Different trends are revealed depending on the
sulfo-reductive conditions. At high chemical potential of sulfur (ΔμS > –0.6 eV), Co exhibit a similar affinity for both
edges. The edge energies for 100% Co are almost identical,
which shows that a highly sulfiding regime (high
p(H2S)/p(H2)) tends to stabilize the promoter on both edges.
In contrast, the decrease of the partial pressure of H2S or the
increase of temperature corresponding to ΔμS < –0.6 eV
enhances the affinity of Co for the S-edge with respect to the
M-edge. In particular, for typical HDS conditions (–1 < ΔμS
< –0.8 eV), the energy of the S-edge with 100% Co is about
0.20 eV per edge metal atom lower than the M-edge. Such
reaction conditions are thermodynamically favorable for Co
to be located at the S-edge, in coherence with earlier results
[25, 61].
In addition, a new feature is revealed: a partial promoter
decoration of the M-edge (corresponding to 50% Co) reduces
significantly its edge energy, close to the S-edge value. For
the S-edge, the 50% Co content becomes energetically more
favorable only for ΔμS < –1.0 eV. This result will have significant consequences for the morphology and the reactivity
of active sites at the edges of the CoMoS phase, as detailed in
the following sections.
From a structural point of view, at ΔμS > –0.6 eV (i.e. high
p(H2S)/p(H2)), the M-edge exhibits 100% Co stabilized with
50% S (Fig. 2a). For ΔμS < –0.6 eV, the 50% Co partial
occupation with the M-edge covered by 25% S is stable. It is
interesting to note that the alternate configuration –Co-MoCo-Mo– (Fig. 2b) and the pairing configuration –Co-Co-MoMo– (Fig. 2c) are very close in energy. In both cases, the
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all cases (including mixed Co-Mo sites), the optimized local
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Figure 1
Edge energy diagrams as a function of ΔμS and p(H2S)/p(H2)
(for T = 525 K): a) Co-promoted M-edge (dark blue) and
S-edge (light blue), b) Ni-promoted M-edge (red) and
S-edge (yellow) for the two promoter edge contents: 50%
(dashed line) and 100% (full line). The most stable S
coverages for each promoter content and each edge are
reported on the bar charts at the bottom of both diagrams.
(Adapted from [63]).

2.2 Case of the NiMoS Active Phase
A similar energy analysis for the NiMoS edges (Fig. 1b)
reveals a different trend in the decoration of the mixed phase,
especially in HDS conditions. At high chemical potential of
sulfur (ΔμS > –0.3 eV), the energies of both edges are almost
identical. As found for the CoMoS phase, Ni decorates 100%
of the edge sites with similar affinity for M- and S-edges. In
contrast, for ΔμS < –0.3 eV and especially in HDS conditions,
the M-edge energy becomes lower than the one of the
S-edge. This trend is thus opposite to the CoMoS case. The
S-edge exhibits an energy higher by about +0.2 eV per edge
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metal atom, which implies that Ni is thermodynamically
more stable on the M-edge. This result confirms previous
DFT calculations [25]. In addition, the new feature is that the
energies of the 100% and 50% Ni edge contents are identical
for ΔμS = –0.9 eV for both edges. As a consequence, the
NiMoS phase nano-crystallites may exhibit either fully or
partially decorated edges in HDS conditions. The partial decoration corresponds to the existence of mixed Ni-Mo edge
sites, as described in the following paragraph.
The stable edge structures found for the NiMoS system
are reported in Figure 3. Due to the stabilization of the Ni
promoted M-edge, two competing structures are relevant in
HDS conditions: the fully substituted M-edge with 0% S
coverage (Fig. 3a) and the partially decorated M-edge with
12.5% S coverage (Fig. 3b). In both cases, Ni is in a square
planar environment. For 50% Ni at the M-edge, the S-atom
sits in a bridging position between two Mo-atoms. The S-Mo
bond energy (significantly stronger than S-Ni) implies that
the pairing configuration –Ni-Ni-Mo-Mo– is strongly stabilized (by 0.44 eV per edge metal atom) versus the alternate
configuration –Ni-Mo-Ni-Mo–, which was possible on the
CoMoS system. This feature also distinguishes the NiMoS
system from the CoMoS one. On the S-edge, at high chemical potential of sulfur, the stable edge with 100% Ni is covered by 50% S (Fig. 3c). The local edge reconstruction leads
to a square planar environment for the Ni atom, and Ni-Ni
pairing. For the 50% Ni content, two competing configurations are possible. The first one (Fig. 3d) is the alternate configuration –Ni-Mo-Ni-Mo–, the second one is a pairing configuration –Ni-Ni-Mo-Mo– where the local structure of Ni is
also square planar. In all cases, the optimized local Ni-Mo
distances (between 2.75 and 2.87 Å) are compatible with

a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure 3
Edge structures after geometry optimization of the two
NiMoS edges: a) M-edge with 100% Ni and 0% S; b) M-edge
with 50% Ni in a paring configuration and 12.5% S; c)
S-edge with 100% Ni and 50% S; d) S-edge with 50% Ni and
50% S. (Yellow balls: sulfur; green balls: molybdenum;
brown balls: nickel), (adapted from [63]).
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earlier EXAFS characterization [68, 69]. The square planar
environment which is less stable for the Co promoter of Ni
is thus a key structural feature of Ni promoter’s environment.
On both edges, the local structures reveal the existence of
mixed Ni-Mo sites in HDS conditions.
2.3 Nano-Crystallite Morphologies
Using the calculated edge energies and the Gibbs-CurieWulff equations [70, 71], the equilibrium morphologies are
determined in the diagrams of Figures 4 and 5. The blue broken line is representative of the proportion of M-edge (%Medge). This proportion varies with ΔμS, meaning that the
equilibrium morphology depends on the reaction conditions
or sulfidation conditions. The various domains of promoter
edge content and sulfur coverage are also reported in
Figure 4. For a given reaction condition (fixed by ΔμS), the
equilibrium shape and the composition of each edge can be
deduced from the diagram.
If we first consider a CoMoS nano-crystallite close to
HDS reaction conditions (–1.0 ≤ ΔμS ≤ –0.8 eV represented
by the gray region in Figure 4, the proportion of M-edge is
close to 50% (hexagonal shape). The S-edge contains 100%
Co covered by 50% S, whereas the M-edge exhibits 50% Co
covered by 25% S competing with the non promoted Medge. Assuming a typical average crystallite size of 35 Å, the
two corresponding models for the CoMoS nano-crystallites
are drawn in the insets a), b) and c) of Figure 4.
On inset c) corresponding to the high p(H2S)/p(H2), the
Co/Mo ratio is 0.49. On inset b) corresponding to the intermediate ΔμS, the Co/Mo ratio is 0.29 which is very close to
the optimal ratio required for catalytic activity [72, 73]. In
this case, it can be noticed that the number of mixed CoMo sites per crystallite is equal to 9 (including M-edge and
corner sites). In slightly more reductive reaction conditions
(inset a), the complete loss of Co is obtained from the Medge. In this case, the particle exhibits a Co/Mo ratio of
0.20 is lower and the number of mixed sites is equal to 6
(corner sites only). It is interesting to notice that the DFT
calculated morphology remains compatible with the geometrical model earlier proposed by Kasztelan et al. [7].
Furthermore, due to the fact that the active catalyst exhibits
Co/Mo values close to 0.30, the role of mixed Co-Mo sites
at the edges or corners of the crystallites appear to be crucial as also discussed in [72].
For the NiMoS active phase, the variation of the morphology as a function of reaction conditions is more pronounced
as indicated by the diagram of Figure 5. The morphology at
high p(H2S)/p(H2) (inset c) exhibits the predominant fully
promoted S-edge (close to 70%). In HDS conditions
(–1.0 eV ≤ ΔμS ≤ –0.8 eV), the morphology is a deformed
hexagon exposing a M-edge proportion of 65%. However,
the situation is more complex, because for chemical potential
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value corresponding to HDS, four edge configurations
compete in the gray region of Figure 5: these four configurations result from a combination of 100% Ni (inset b) and
50% Ni (inset a) either at S-edge or at M-edge. This implies
that four local edge structures can be considered for the equilibrium morphology: for sake of clarity, only two of them are
represented in Figure 5, even if all combinations of each type
of edge are possible. The model maximizing the number of
mixed edge Ni-Mo sites (18) and minimizing the Ni/Mo ratio

(0.17) should be obtained at lower p(H2S)/p(H2). In contrast,
the model, corresponding to higher p(H2S)/p(H2), maximizes
the promoter content (Ni/Mo ratio of 0.40) and minimizes the
number of mixed sites. According to the usual Ni/Mo ratio
(smaller than 0.40) observed by XPS and required for best
HDS activities [8, 9], the working crystallites must combine
edge structures allowing the presence of mixed Ni-Mo edge
sites. This point will be analyzed in details in the paper by
K. Marchand et al. published in the present volume [82].
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Recent STM experiments have also revealed the presence
of mixed Ni-Mo sites on the edges of NiMoS nano-crystallites [28], whereas such a situation has not been observed for
CoMoS [65]. There is thus a striking agreement between the
DFT calculations and STM experiments, which both reveal
that Co prefers to be located at the S-edge, whereas Ni is present on both S- and M-edge. Combined IR and DFT studies
of CO adsorption on Co(Ni)Mo sulfide catalysts have also
suggested that low wavenumbers (below 2060 cm-1) are the
signature of Mo centers adjacent to promoter atoms, confirming partial edge decoration [74].
In addition, for ΔμS < –1.0 eV, the reductive environment
or the high reaction temperature becomes a destabilizing
factor for Co at the M-edge and is at the origin of the full segregation of Co to this edge. Thus, a loss of the mixed active
sites located on the M-edge is suspected if the reaction conditions become too severe. In contrast, the complete loss of Ni
from the M-edge would appear at ΔμS < –1.3 eV, which
means that pure Ni sites or mixed Ni-Mo sites remain stable
at this edge on a large range of sulfo-reductive conditions. On
the S-edge, the full segregation of the promoter from the Sedge occurs for ΔμS < –1.05 eV, i.e. at the frontier of the
HDS domain for both CoMoS and NiMoS. This means that
the destabilization of the mixed S-edge sites phase may occur
if too strongly reductive conditions are explored. Indeed, earlier Mössbauer spectroscopy characterization by Breysse et
al. revealed that the mixed CoMoS phase undergoes structural modification after reaction under high hydrogen pressure and high temperature [12]. This observation finds its
explanation in the thermodynamic segregation quantified by
the larger increase of the edge energies of the CoMoS with
respect to the non promoted system in such conditions.
3 APPLICATION TO HDS/HYDO SELECTIVITY
3.1 Introduction
One objective of DFT investigations is the rational understanding of industrial Co(Ni)MoS active phases in order to
propose new concepts helping for the improvement of the
resulting catalytic activities. DFT calculations of relevant
energy descriptors are well suited for providing a predictive
approach. For instance, the binding energy of atomic nitrogen on transition metal surfaces was found as a relevant
chemical descriptor for the catalytic activity in ammonia
synthesis on metals through volcano curve relationships [75].
For HDT reactions, the sulfur-metal bond energy is a
relevant intrinsic descriptor of the active phase to be correlated with activities. More precisely, it was shown that the
sulfur-metal bond energy, EMS, as defined as a partitioning of
the cohesive energies among all types of bonds present in the
TMS simulation cell [76-78], correlates well with the HDS
activity via a volcano master curve. The optimal catalysts are

found for intermediate value of EMS in agreement with the
Sabatier principle [79]. In what follows, we focus on a new
case study of volcano curves applied to the HDS/HydO
selectivity as recently highlighted by combined experimental,
kinetic and DFT approaches [29, 30, 45].
3.2 Kinetic Model of HDS/HydO Selectivity
The better understanding of the selective hydrodesulfurization
of FCC gasoline represents an interesting scientific question
addressed to DFT calculations. It is particularly challenging
to remove sulfur atoms from alkylthiophene in a reductive
environment without hydrogenation of olefins (in order to
keep the high octane number). According to the composition
of the feed to be treated, it was found that a relevant model
molecule for the HDS reaction is 2-methylthiophene (called
2MT), and a relevant olefin for HydO is 2,3-dimethylbut-1ene (called 23DMB1N) at equilibrium with 2,3-dimethylbut2-ene [31, 32].
According to previous kinetic studies [29, 30] using
Langmuir-Hinshelwood formalism, it has been shown that
the turnover frequencies (TOF) of HDS of 2MT and HydO
of 23DMB1N also follow volcano curve relationships when
expressed as a function of the sulfur-metal bond energy, EMS.
For obtaining such volcano trends, it was required to assume
linear relationships between adsorption energies of both reactants and the EMS descriptor as well as Brønsted-EvansPolanyi relationships between activation energies of the HDS
and HydO rate determining steps and the EMS descriptor. For
both HydO and HDS activities, the optimal catalysts were
found close to Rh2S3, NiMoS and CoMoS (i.e. at intermediate values of EMS). The volcano shape still holds when HydO
and HDS are considered as competing reactions for the same
active sites. Moreover, the kinetic model also shows that the
HDS/HydO selectivity also follows a volcano curve relationship (Fig. 6). The key difference is observed on the position
of the volcano maximum of HDS/HydO selectivity is shifted
to higher EMS values than for the HDS or HydO reactions.
Considering the first hydrogenation step as the kinetic
determining step [29, 30], the fitted activation enthalpies of
the rate determining step for HydO of 23DMB1N and HDS
of 2MT are ΔG≠ = +59 kJ/mol and ΔG≠(HDS) = +109 kJ/mol
respectively. The selectivity ratio of HDS and HydO TOFs
can be expressed as a function of the θi coverages of 2MT,
23DMB1N and –SH species involved in the rate determining
step:
−
k HDSθ MT θ SH
r ( HDS)
=
=e
r ( HydO) k HydOθ 23 DMB1N θ SH

δΔG ≠ +δΔGedge
RT

(3)

where δΔG≠ = ΔG≠ (HDS) – ΔG≠ (HydO) ≈ +50 kJ/mol,
according to [30] and:
δΔGedge = ΔGedge (2MT) – ΔGedge (23DMB1N)

(4)
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3.3 DFT Calculations of Adsorption on Co(Ni)MoS
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Figure 6
Volcano curve of HDS/HydO selectivity obtained from the
kinetic model. The dashed line recalls the volcano curves’
maximum obtained for HDS of 2MT or HydO of 23DMB1N
for reaction temperature of 525 K. (Adapted from [30]).

δΔGedge quantifies the adsorption selectivity (adsorption
competition), by evaluating the difference of the Gibbs free
energies of the catalytic edge (or catalytic surface) in presence of the two adsorbed molecules (2MT and 23DMB1N).
A negative value of δΔGedge indicates a selective adsorption
of 2MT versus 23DMB1N, i.e. a stronger affinity of 2MT for
the edge. δΔGedge is directly correlated to σedge defined by
Equation (1):

δΔGedge =

1

θ MT

σ edge ( 2 MT) −

1

θ 23DMB1N

σ edge ( 23DMB1N ) (5)

In the case of Co(Ni)MoS, the supercell used for the simulation implies that θMT = θ23DMB1N = 1/4 and thus δΔGedge =
4Δσedge.
According to Equation (1), it can be stressed that the
variation of δΔGedge is mainly governed by the adsorption
energy difference of the two reactants, Eads (2MT)–Eads
(23DMB1N). In addition, the chemical potential ΔμS may
also impact the δΔGedge index, if different sulfur coverages
are stabilized in presence of the adsorbed molecules. Finally,
the relative partial pressures of 2MT and 23DMB1N modify
the relative coverages of the two reactants and as a result the
δΔGedge index.
Considering that the kinetic term is generally in favor of
the HydO reaction (δΔG≠ = +50 kJ/mol), the HDS/HydO
selectivity becomes greater than 1 (according to Equation
(3)) only if δΔG≠ is counterbalanced by the thermodynamic
term, δΔG edge. For that, δΔG edge must be inferior to the
critical value of ~ –50 kJ/mol.

Thanks to the precise determination of active sites on
Co(Ni)MoS systems (see Section 2.1), it is possible to precisely evaluate δΔGedge. We have recently undertaken an
exhaustive investigation of the adsorption configurations and
energies for the 2MT and 23DMB1N molecules on the different types of Co(Ni)MoS edges [45]. In what follows, we
report the most relevant adsorption results helping for the
kinetic interpretation of HDS/HydO selectivity. For instance,
Figure 7 shows that the adsorption energies of 2MT on the
CoMo S-edge is generally favoured with respect to the
23DMB1N molecule. This is mainly due to the interaction of
the S-atom of 2MT on this edge, whereas the π interaction of
the C=C bond of the olefin is less favorable. An electronic
analysis of the electron localization function basins formed
between the molecules and the active sites has permitted to
furnish an explanation of the trend in adsorption energies for
the two reactants [80].
According to Equations (1) and (5), the adsorption energy
values have been used to evaluate Δσedge in the case of
Co(Ni)MoS catalyst. The diagrams of Figure 8 represent the
evolution of Δσedge as a function of the partial pressure of
H2S/H2 at a fixed temperature (525 K) close to the usual
reaction conditions. It appears that for the S-edge of CoMoS,
the Δσedge value remains almost constant and close to –0.22
eV per edge atom, i.e. δΔGedge = –85 kJ per mole of reactant
(being given 1 reactant per 4 edge atoms in the simulation
cell). This means that δΔGedge largely counterbalances the
δΔG≠ value (+50 kJ/mol). The resulting selectivity of
CoMoS is so expected to be high as observed experimentally
[81]. For NiMoS, the Δσedge values are generally less in favor
of the 2MT molecule: between –0.09 and –0.03 eV per edge
atom, i.e. δΔGedge –34.7 and –11.6 kJ/mol (particularly in the
case of the fully promoted edge as shown in Fig. 8b). This

23DMB1N

2MT

Eads (eV)

Eads (eV)

σ-CoCo
σ-CoCo

+0.72
+0.68

tri-σ-Co

-0.51

-0.22
-0.24

η1-CoCo
η1-CoCo

-1.37
-1.39

η5-CoCo
η1-CoCo

Figure 7
Adsorption configurations and energies (in eV) of 2MT and
23DMB1N on the S-edge of the CoMoS catalyst.
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Edge energy diagram of molecules adsorbed on a) CoMoS S-edge with full Co decoration and b) on the NiMoS S-edge as a function of ΔμS.
(full line: full promoter decoration at the edge, dashed line: partial promoter decoration, black line: the partial pressure of 23DMB1N is
multiplied by 100). The pH2S/pH2 axis is determined for T = 525 K.

implies that the δΔGedge value does not counterbalance the
kinetic term. However, when reducing the Ni content at the
edge (dashed lines in Fig. 8), the δΔGedge value becomes
significantly more favorable (–62 and –139 kJ/mol, i.e.
Δσedge = –0.16 and –0.36 eV) and counterbalances the kinetic
term. This implies that the NiMoS system may become as
selective as CoMoS, which could explain recent experimental results [30]. Furthermore, as also shown by the black line
in Figure 8b, the selectivity index depends on the relative
partial pressures of the reactants. An increase of the partial
pressure of the olefin (by a factor of 100) decrease the selectivity index by a factor of 2. However, the selectivity seems
to be less sensitive to this parameter than the nature and
content of promoter at the edges.
It can be simultaneously shown, that the adsorption
energies calculated by DFT are consistent with the fitted
kinetic adsorption parameters proposed in [30]. This interpretation remains also consistent with the volcano curve of the
HDS/HydO selectivity (Fig. 6) showing that the improvement of a NiMoS catalyst should be possible only if one can
increase its intrinsic EMS. The formation of mixed Ni-Mo
sites at the edges of the crystallite must be enhanced, which
is equivalent to an increase of the S-M bond energy induced
by the presence of Mo edge atom.
3.4 Extrapolation to Tin Doped Systems
At this stage, it is also interesting to attempt to extrapolate
our concept to the case of another potential promoter for the
active phase, such as Tin atoms. The Sn deposition on

CoMoS active phase by surface organometallic chemistry
was recently investigated by Choi et al. [34]. While
Mössbauer spectroscopy show that Sn may be located also
on the CoMoS phase, it was found that the effect of Sn is to
decrease the HDS/HydO selectivity by a stronger inhibition
of HDS activity than the HydO activity. The HydO activity
was measured by using the transformation of the 23DMB2N
model molecule, after being isomerized into 23DMB1N,
whereas HDS was measured on 3-methylthiophene (3MT).
Even if the 2MT (used in previous sections) and 3MT molecules differ from the position of the methyl group, it can be
argued that the observed inhibiting effect of Sn on HDS
would be greater on 2MT due to its larger steric hindrance.
Assuming in our DFT model that Sn atoms are susceptible
to be present either at the M-edges and S-edges of the active
phase nano-crystallites, we calculate with the same methodology, the adsorption energies of 2MT and 23DMB1N and
the corresponding δΔGedge values. On the M- and S-edge
fully substituted by Sn, the adsorption energies are weak or
even endothermic in the two cases, as illustrated in Figure 9.
Such values correspond to physisorbed states, which explains
the inhibiting effect of Sn atoms observed on both HDS and
HydO activities.
Furthermore, according to these adsorption energies, we
deduced that the δΔGedge values are –11 and +26 kJ/mol of
reactant for the M-edge and S-edge respectively. As a consequence, such δΔGedge values, which cannot counterbalance
δΔG≠, confirm that the Sn addition to Co(Ni)MoS active
phase cannot improve the HDS/HydO selectivity with
respect to CoMoS or NiMoS active phase. As a consequence,
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a)

Eads = -0.06 eV

adsorption of reactants is suggested as a key parameter
controlling the HDS/HydO selectivity in Co(Ni)MoS phase.
The S-edge of Co(Ni)MoS has been found to be more selective than the M-edge. Whereas the Co content on the edges
has been found to hardly influence the adsorption selectivity,
the Ni edge content is a key parameter for optimizing the
HDS/HydO selectivity. Combining DFT calculations with
kinetic modelling, it has been possible to give a consistent
interpretation of catalytic selectivity on the basis of volcano
curves and the DFT calculated selectivity index δΔGedge.
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b)
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Figure 9
Adsorption configurations of a) 2MT and b) 23DMB1N on
the M-edge fully promoted by Sn. The adsorption energies,
Eads, are expressed in eV. Yellow balls: Sulfur; gray balls: tin.
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